Plug your Charge Wizard® into this.

The Inteli-Power® 9100 Converter
Available in 30, 40, 45, 60, 70 and 80 amp capacities. All Inteli-Power 9100 Converters give you the ability to plug in a Charge Wizard® or TCMS® module that meets your power control needs.

Charge Wizard®
Turn your Inteli-Power® 9100 Converter into a completely automatic, intelligent, 12 volt charging system with four operating modes: Boost, Normal, Storage, and Equalization!*

Model #PD9105 - Charge Wizard Specifications:
(for use only with Inteli-Power 9100 Series converters with TCMS interface).
Size: 2” L x 2” W x 3/4” H
Cable Length: 5’
Feedback: Charge status indicator light
Activation Switch: Auto with manual override button
Weight: 3.2 oz.

* This mode reduces sulfation - the #1 cause of battery failure
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That %#$!/? Battery Is Dead Again!!!
This Amazing Device Will Greatly Extend The Life Of Your Battery!

Our patented Charge Wizard 4-stage system uses micro-processor technology to add intelligent charging capability. It constantly monitors the RV battery and automatically adjusts the converter output voltage based on the battery’s charge status—designed to eliminate battery over & under charging problems associated with most other battery chargers and provide rapid yet safe battery recharging after dry camping. Plug in a Charge Wizard® now and start benefiting from its incredible features!

BIG performance in a small package:

• Four operating modes including our . . .
• Exclusive Equalization Mode
• Reduces battery sulfation (the #1 cause of battery failure)
• Extends battery life (and saves you money)
• Reduces battery maintenance
• Faster charging cycles
• Fully automatic operation with manual override

STATUS INDICATOR LIGHT —
Signals operating mode
ON > “Boost Mode”
FAST FLASH >>> “Normal Mode”
VERY SLOW FLASH >> > “Storage Mode”

TOTALLY AUTOMATIC OPERATION

BOOST MODE (14.4V) — Constantly monitors battery for voltage drop and quickly recharges battery or boosts power when needed.

STORAGE MODE (13.2V) — Ensures battery remains charged and reduces water boil-off during storage or long periods of inactivity.

NORMAL MODE (13.6V) — Continually monitors power usage, provides good charging capability and reduces water consumption.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE!
Our amazing EQUALIZATION MODE cycles every 21 hours to reduce crystal build-up (sulfation*) on your battery’s lead plates. Saves you money and lets you enjoy your RV!

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE!

Want A Really Fast Recharge Rate? Your Charge Wizard Does The Job!

Charge Curves: Typical battery charging curves for 55 amp Inteli-Power 9100 Converter using a fully discharged 125 amp-hour battery. These curves show the percent of charge versus the time with the converter in each of its three operating modes.

*Sulfation is a chemical reaction in batteries that forms a white deposit (crystals) on the lead plates resulting in partial or complete loss of battery capacity. It is the #1 cause of battery failure.